
  
 

Thank you for your JWXR order! 
 

IMPORTANT NOTES 
• Comprehensive case modification and installation video can be found on our youtube channel 

here https://youtu.be/8iyXgyBADVY  
•  When installing the battery, it will be a tight fit. that is expected as the neoprene 

compresses over time securing the battery in the enclosure. Just make sure that the gasket 
around the enclosure “squeezes out” just a bit when securing the enclosure hex screws.  You 
can also put a small bead of silicone around the gasket edge, but this is not required.  The 
battery will settle in the enclosure over time and usage. 

• Before plugging the large MOLEX connector into the controller, please check the pins connected 
to the red and black wires with a voltmeter and make sure it does not have a voltage. If a 
voltage is present wait 20 minutes and check again until there is no voltage on the line before 
connecting to the controller. 

• After installation, the Onewheel app will show 100%. This is not accurate, the battery is shipped 
at around 54 volts.  Once you fully charge the battery the app will start tracking battery 
percentage, but again the percentage shown in the app will not be accurate.  Go by battery 
voltage when riding. 

• IMPORTANT: Fully charge the battery to 100% before first usage, then discharge all the 
way for an even cycle to exercise your battery completely for balancing purposes. 

• IMPORTANT: The Onewheel battery percentage indicator is not accurate. It is always 
recommended to go off the battery Voltage for accurate battery capacity. We’ve included a 
chart to give you an idea on remaining battery percentage based on battery voltage readings. It 
is not unusual for the Onewheel app to show 01% percentage even though the battery has the 
capacity to go 50+% more distance. To read the battery voltage open the Onewheel app and go 
to board settings. 

• IMPORTANT: IF YOU HAVE A JWFFM CHIP WITH YOUR JWXR INSTALL. A voltage chart will not 
be provided, but you can find it on our website at JWBatteries.com. Your Battery percentage in 
the app will read accurately. 

• IMPORTANT: BEST CHARGING PRACTICES. If you plan to ride soon, charging to 100% is okay. If 
you plan to ride later but need your board charged, then 90% is recommended until a little 
before your ride to top off the battery. If you know you aren’t going to ride for several days, 
then charging to 80% is safe and will help increase the length of your batteries’ life. Try to 
always charge at the lowest amperage possible, and when in a hurry the hyper charging method 
is convenient but not recommended to use all the time. It is also recommended for you to do a 
seasonal balance (4 times a year) where you leave your battery on the charger for 72 hours 

https://youtu.be/8iyXgyBADVY


  
 

which is a balance charge. Balance charges vary, based off the geographical weather you have 
altering how much you ride.   

• Please contact us if you have any issues, we take care of our 
customers.  Our number one priority is customer satisfaction, we 
want you happy! 
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